WHERE a golf club operates a dining-room in connection with its clubhouse, the question of its liability for injury caused by the serving of unwholesome food to members or their guests is one of several angles. But, leaving aside all legal refinements in respect to the nature of the organization of the club, its liability will usually turn, in the first place, upon the character of its supervision of this department.

If the club sublets the dining-room privileges to a caterer and retains no supervision over him as to details of management, so that he is in fact an independent contractor, the club will not be responsible for accidents that may occur in the conduct of its dining-room. The caterer alone will be liable, if there is liability, and an injured person must look to him for redress.

On the other hand, if a club operates its dining-room by hiring and supervising the necessary employes, we have a quite different situation. Here it seems clear on reason and authority that the club will be liable for injury caused by serving unwholesome food, based upon the law of the state in which it is located in respect to the duty and responsibility of one serving food in a public manner.

General Rule Stated
The foregoing appears true under the general rule of liability that holds club organizations responsible for the acts of its members and servants committed within the scope of their club duties. Nor would the fact that a club dining-room
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Golf's Gallery of Champions

Exclusive photographs of U. S. professional and amateur champions, handsomely finished and ready for framing so they'll be interesting features of the club lounge, grille room, locker-room or pro shop.

I have the largest collection of photographic portraits of golf's notables, including all but two of the American Open and amateur champions.

All prints are finished in royal sepia.
5x8............$1 11x14............$5
8x10............3 16x20............10

Special prices on complete sets of the champions or on other quantity orders.

GEORGE PIETZCKER
5464 Clemens Ave.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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STOP BROWN PATCH — DESTROY CLOVER WITH TONAGREN

This year economy is more important than ever before. That's why TONA-GREN is being used from coast to coast by many of America's finest golf courses. This modern discovery stops brown patch and destroys clover. It is easy to use, has a double-acting effect and actually sells for less money than most preparations that can be used for one purpose alone.

Prices and full particulars will gladly be sent on request.

P. & M. TONAGREN COMPANY
6324 BROOKLYN
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Toro Trojan Fairway Mowers

The 1933 High-Speed Model will do a good clean job of cutting grass at operating speeds up to 9 miles an hour. The Toro 30-inch Super Mower for speeds up to 6 miles an hour. Toro Trojan Mowers are sturdy, light-running, built up to the highest mechanical standards . . . America's finest. Write for catalog.

Toro Manufacturing Co.
3042-3168 Snelling Avenue,
Minneapolis, Minn.

restricted its activities to the serving of food and refreshments to members and their guests, as distinguished from serving the public in general, alter the case.

The fact alone that a person was a member or the guest of a member when injured would not preclude such person from proceeding against the club for injury caused by the negligence of the latter's servants. This phase of the subject in hand was passed upon in an interesting manner in an action that arose under the following facts:

An incorporated athletic club maintained a clubhouse some distance from a railroad station that connected it with the city in which most of the members resided. For the convenience of members, the club operated a conveyance between the station and the clubhouse which was driven by a club employe.

On a certain evening a member arrived at the station and boarded the club conveyance to be driven to the clubhouse. Through negligent driving by the employe of the club, the conveyance was overturned; the club member suffered injuries that resulted in his death. Thereafter his legal representative brought an action against the club for damages, and recovered a judgment of about $10,000 against the club. On appeal the latter took the position that it could not be held liable because the injured person was a member. In disposing of this contention, the court said:

"It is urged upon this appeal that the club is not such a corporation as to be liable to its members for negligence, and counsel frankly admits that he has been unable to find any authority upon this direct point, but urges it as a reason for reversal. We are of opinion that there is no ground for this contention; an athletic association, conducting clubhouses, and sustained by membership dues, is not within the reason of the rule which limits the liabilities of hospitals and other organizations organized for the purpose of performing a service which belongs to the public. It hardly seems worth while to consider this question seriously in the absence of some principle which might properly relieve the club of its obligations to those whom it has injured through its negligence." (96 N. Y. S. 831.)

In the light of the foregoing, it seems obvious that a golf club association, whether incorporated or unincorporated, would be liable for injury caused by the negligence of the acts of its servants com-
mitted within the scope of their employment. And no reason appears that would exempt such a club from liability for negligence in the operation of a club dining-room, if this was a recognized feature of the club.

This, then, brings us to the conclusion, announced in the beginning, that the liability of a golf club for injury caused by the serving of unwholesome food in its club dining-room would be governed by the laws of the state in which the club was located. In some states, hotels and restaurants are held to impliedly warrant the fitness of the food they offer their customers and patrons.

However, in the majority of the states the law requires a showing of negligence on the part of one serving food to the public, before liability for injury from the serving of unfit food will attach. Under this general rule, the mere fact that one contracts ptomaine poisoning, breaks his teeth on a tack in pie or suffers other injury as a result of dining will not be sufficient of itself to charge the one serving the food with liability for the injury.

Such an injured person must go beyond that and introduce evidence that tends to show the club was negligent somewhere along the line in preparing the food or in serving it, and that this negligence was the proximate cause of the injury. Upon the introduction of such evidence, the question of whether or not it shows negligence to such an extent as to render the food server liable will usually be for a jury, as also will be the question of damages.

Needless to say, since each case of this kind must necessarily be decided in the light of its facts and circumstances, the subject cannot be covered by any hard and fast rule. However, it is believed that, according to reason, analogy, and what direct authority the law reports contain, what has been said constitutes a fair presentation of the legal responsibility of a golf club in the serving of food and refreshments to its members and their guests.

SAVE for your club by purchasing acclimated, winter-hardy BENT GRASS SEED

Direct from the farms where it is grown by

A. N. PECKHAM, Kingston, R. I.

Also Fairway Mixtures

The Big Square Sprinkler mounted on riser with snap valve connection is proving popular for golf course watering. Several units moved from point to point give effective, yet low cost, watering. Write for details.

THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO.
415 Canal St. TROY, OHIO

KILL ANTS!

Stop the invasion of your greens and fairways with

TAB (Thalate Ant Bait) the new, powerful Thallium Sulfate poison, 50 times stronger than ordinary ant controls. Controls both sweet and grease-eating ants.

You no longer have to treat each ant hill separately. Tab (Thalate Ant Bait) does the complete job quickly, safely and inexpensively. Just broadcast the bait on your putting green.

Sufficient to treat two average greens. If your dealer cannot supply write direct.

SOILICIDE LABORATORIES
UPPER MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Manufacturers of Thalate Ant Traps